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ABSTRACT

Anomaly detection on sequence dataset typically focuses on the detection of collective anomalies, 
aiming to find anomalous patterns consisting of sequences of data with specific relationships rather 
than individual observations. In this survey, existing studies are summarized to align with temporal 
sequence dataset and spatial sequence dataset. For the first category, the detection can be subdivided 
into symbolic dataset based and time series dataset based, which include similarity, probabilistic, and 
trend approaches. For the second category, it can be subdivided into homogeneous datasets based 
heterogeneous datasets based, which include multi-dataset fusion and joint approaches. Compared to 
the state-of-the-art survey papers, the contribution of this paper lies in providing a deep analysis of 
various representations of collective anomaly in different application field and their corresponding 
detection methods, representative techniques. As a result, practitioners can receive some guidance 
for selecting the most suitable methods for their particular case.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

With the continuous development of the IoT, interconnected sensing devices can collect and transfer 
a large amount of data from various application fields among themselves. These data vary greatly in 
structure and correlation, but most of them are generated in the form of sequence (Chowdhury, 2019). 
The sequence dataset is an ordered list made up of sequential items, such as events or numbers, on 
which there is a strong correlation among them. How to effectively mine such datasets is a hot topic 
within various disciplines, areas, and applications (Truong, Hai, Le, Fournier-Viger, & Fujita, 2021). 
In addition to common research based on frequent pattern mining, anomaly detection research that 
focuses on rare pattern mining is also becoming increasingly popular.
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1.1 Research Background
Anomaly detection, as an analytical approach to data structure, aims to exhibit implicit knowledge by 
mining rare patterns that do not satisfy the overall expectations. It is widely used in many application 
fields, such as fraud detection (Trivedi, Monik, & Mridushi, 2016), intrusion prevention (R. Zhang, 
Xia, Shao, Ren, & Cheng, 2020), image identification (K. Zhang, Wang, & Kuo, 2022), etc. Currently, 
the meaning of an anomaly is commonly referred to by the following definition, which was originally 
proposed by Hawkins (Auth, 1980): “An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from the 
other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism.’ Anomaly 
and outlier are interchangeable terms commonly used in this field.

As a data pattern, the anomaly is similar to novelty but distinct from noisy data (Cappozzo, 
Greselin, & Murphy, 2020). An anomaly is not necessarily incorrect by itself but contains implicit 
information, which is always more valuable for analysis than normal forms. Noisy data are usually 
generated by observation errors such as missing data or random variance, such as acquisition errors, 
hardware fault, which are not produced by any data generation mechanism. Not only are they worthless, 
but they also act as irritating hindrances to analysis. Novelty data are mainly associated with evolving 
datasets, for example, social evolution and natural sciences, which represent an unknown data pattern 
that may reflect new themes (Shah, Azam, Ali, Khan, & Yao, 2021). In the initial stages, novelty can 
be treated as an anomaly, and the discovery approach is similar to that of anomaly detection. The 
main difference is that each novelty will be incorporated into the normal pattern after verification, 
and the following data that belong to it will no longer be treated as novelty. Whereas, no matter how 
many times the anomaly is recorded, if the conditions remain unchanged, it will still be judged as an 
anomaly in the next occurrence.

The desired trait of the anomaly is the key point to selecting an appropriate anomaly detection 
approach (Al-Ghaili, Ibrahim, Hairi, Rahim, & Kasim, 2021). Based on it, the anomaly can be 
divided into point anomaly, contextual anomaly and collective anomaly. Detection approaches based 
on contextual and point anomaly mainly focus on analyzing whether a single data presents abnormal 
performance. If the contextual attributes are empty, point anomaly is a special type of contextual 
anomaly (Zamini & Hasheminejad, 2019). For sequence datasets, most abnormal behaviors are 
characterized by complexity and interactivity, which are difficult to detect by a single data observation 
itself or a single interval, but can be identified as collective anomaly(Huiling Qin, Xianyuan Zhan, & 
Yu Zheng, 2021).Thus, as a special category, collective anomaly is used to reflect abnormal patterns 
which are presented by multiple segments or datasets based on association relations. Therefore, the 
detection methods and techniques should be flexible for different applications.

1.2 Related Work
With the gradual deepening of anomaly detection research, aiming to exhibit a clearer perspective 
to interested readers, researchers have summarized existing achievements from the perspective of 
anomaly notion, detection method, and application field.

In the first survey of anomaly detection (Chandola, Banerjee, & Kumar, 2009), based on the data 
characteristic of various anomalies, the detection method including mechanism and technique are 
classified and introduced in detail corresponding to each application fields, such as intrusion, fraud, 
image processing, and text analysis. Although the survey first proposed the concept of collective 
anomaly based on the nature of the data, the classification still considers the anomaly as a whole 
rather than providing a targeted analysis of the collective anomaly. This survey lays the foundation 
for future more targeted investigations and demonstrates the urgent need for intensified research in 
this field. Prasanta, Bhattacharyya, Borah, and Kalita (2011) classified existing detection methods 
according to metric data, evolving data, and multi-structured data. This research clearly explains the 
relationships between different detection methods and data structures, but the detection performance 
of different types of anomalies varies in similar data structures. Therefore, to improve the detection 
performance, Chouhan, Richhariya, Chouhan, and Richhariya (2015) considered that the existing 
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classical detection methods should be adjusted due to the characteristics of the data presented by 
point anomaly, contextual anomaly, and collective anomaly.

Although these three types of anomalies have their own unique features and areas, there are many 
overlaps among them. If the collective attribute is regarded as an empty set, the point anomaly is a 
special kind of collective anomaly. If the behavior attribute and the contextual attribute are regarded 
as two kinds of collective attribute, the contextual anomaly can also be regarded as a special collective 
anomaly. Therefore, collective anomaly detection is at a higher level in the study of anomaly detection, 
and a comprehensive study of its existing detection methods, detection techniques, and application 
fields can further improve the precision of research in the field of anomaly detection.

For collective anomaly, the generation mechanism determines that it can only occur in the dataset 
where the data are related, hence, the effectiveness of detection method is greatly affected by the 
data structure. According to the structural feature of graph dataset, Feroze, Daud, Amjad, and Hayat 
(2021) classified the graphical detection methods of collective anomaly as static versus dynamic and 
attributed versus plain graph methods, which significantly improves the detection effectiveness in 
specific application fields like deep learning and machine learning. However, the detection methods 
of collective anomaly are significant differences in various data structures, even the methods belong to 
the same type also should be adjusted according to the structural feature. Therefore, more discriminant 
approaches need to be developed with more discriminatory anomaly detection ability.

At present, increasingly studies have shown that a considerable portion of anomaly detection on 
sequence datasets are occupied by collective anomaly, and this proportion is much larger than that 
appearing in other forms of datasets. Therefore, we also take the sequence dataset as background, 
aiming to provide a comprehensive overview and exploration directions for readers interested in this 
research area.

This survey aims to make such a comprehensive analysis of collective anomaly detection based 
on different data relations that exist in different types of sequence datasets. Existing studies mostly 
focused on the general concept of collective anomaly detection, but few attempts were made to 
analyze the multimodal data relations of anomaly in different types of sequence datasets. The different 
relations will lead to different anomalous patterns, which may require specific detection approaches. 
For various applications, detection approaches of collective anomaly may vary considerably in 
methods and techniques. Even if a detection approach is evaluated in the targeted application, it can 
hardly guarantee its effect in other fields. According to the various data relations, their sequential 
traits must be considered for both the construction of the definition of anomaly and the selection of 
the detection approach. For different applications, how to identify and model these data relations is 
essential for conducting an effective detection.

The specific contributions of this survey are as following:

1.  Based on existing research on collective anomaly, we extend the meaning of ‘collective’ to 
represent more than just a collection of data. For a temporal sequence dataset, the detection 
is conducted in a single dataset, and collective anomaly represents a collection during a few 
consecutive time intervals, while a single subsequence in the collection may not be anomalous 
at a single time interval if being checked individually. For spatial sequence dataset, collective 
anomaly might not be that anomalous in terms of a single dataset but considered an anomaly 
when checking multiple datasets simultaneously.

2.  Existing detection approaches are summarized to align with the temporal sequence dataset and 
the spatial sequence dataset, and a more detailed classification is divided according to their 
marked different data structure. For different types of sequence datasets, due to the relations 
among the data, collective anomaly that appears in them may present as an entire sequence, 
a dependent subsequence, or a set of various subsequences. For example, given a database of 
scientific experiment data, one might be interested in sequences that are anomalous. On the other 
hand, given a long sequence of mechanical data from the gearbox, one might be interested in 
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detecting subsequences when the malfunction appears. Even though their corresponding detection 
approaches are similar in principle, it is still different to achieve interoperability. A wide range 
of scattered application research will confuse the readers, and a systematic survey is urgently 
needed to sort these diverse studies.

3.  A clear classification for existing research of collective anomaly models based on different types 
of sequence datasets is essential to widespread application. The complexity of computation will be 
a fatal limitation when dealing with high dimensional datasets. The characteristics of sequential 
data can be very complex, which may be reflected in the size of data string, the number of data 
attributes, and the structure of data relations. To achieve the goal of dimension reduction, in 
addition to optimizing the detection technique, it is also necessary to construct a suitable model 
to identify anomalous patterns that constitute collective anomalies.

1.3 Paper organization
The rest of this survey are organized as follows. In Section 2, the authors compared three anomaly 
patterns to highlight the particularity of collective anomaly. Moreover, on the different relations among 
datasets, sequence datasets are classified as temporal and spatial sequence datasets. Additionally, 
according to their various data structures, each of them has been subdivided into two categories. 
In Section 3, focusing on the temporal sequence dataset, we analyze the two most common data 
structures on such datasets in detail: the symbol dataset and time series dataset. Based on their distinct 
differences, we have proposed detection methods and techniques for each of them separately. In Section 
4, focusing on the spatial sequence dataset, due to the different interaction patterns among multi-
datasets, the spatial datasets can be classified as homogeneous dataset and heterogeneous dataset. 
For each of them, we propose the detection approaches separately. In the last section, we summarize 
the contributions of this paper and proposed several important ideas for future research directions.

2. ReSeARCH FoUNDATIoN

2.1 Detection Framework
The collective anomaly detection process can be divided into a three-step framework as shown in 
Figure 1.

For each input sequence dataset, whether they belong to temporal sequence datasets or spatial 
sequence datasets should first be determined based on the data attributes. Then, based on their different 
data relations, the temporal datasets can be subdivided as symbolic and time series datasets, while 
spatial datasets can be subdivided as homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets. Finally, based on the 
classification in the previous steps, the detection approach, including method, model and technique, 
should be chosen according to the anomaly patterns of each sequence dataset.

2.2 The Taxonomy of Anomaly
The trait of expected anomaly is an important factor while considering the detection approach. As 
mentioned above, it can be classified as point anomaly, contextual anomaly, and collective anomaly.

2.2.1 Point Anomaly
In a given dataset, observations will be termed a point anomaly if they deviate significantly from the 
others on the metric of target attributes (Q. Liu et al., 2017). This is the simplest type of anomaly, 
and most of the current research aims to find such an anomaly. In practical application, the key to 
detecting it is to find the appropriate attributes for the deviation metric.

Figure 2 shows a dataset that collects the response of active volcano movement to seasonal 
ocean currents through specific heat capacity (C, J/kg•°C). The values at o1 and o2 are typical point 
anomalies, while their values are abnormal from the historical average.
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2.2.2 Contextual Anomaly
In a given dataset, observation will be identified as contextual anomaly, if it deviates significantly 
from a normal pattern under a particular context but not otherwise (Golmohammadi & Zaiane, 2017).

Figure 1. The framework of collective anomaly detection

Figure 2. Point anomaly o1 and o2
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Figure 3 shows a monitoring dataset of submarine active volcano movement, the specific heat 
capacity is a behavioral attribute used to reflect the stability of volcanic by monitoring the state of 
seawater. Both point o1 and subsequence O1 are contextual anomalies, although the values are within 
the reasonable ranges, their behavior patterns are significantly deviating from normal expectations 
during their collected timestamp. The context must be taken into account for the detection.

In such scenarios, each data can be divided into behavioral and contextual attributes. The 
behavioral attributes of the collected observations are usually composed of a series of objective 
measurements that are used to describe the physical characteristics of the target problem.

Contextual attributes are used to reflect the background information of the dataset. It cannot 
describe the physical properties of the problem independently but must be analyzed in combination 
with the behavioral attributes. For an observation, even if it is a contextual anomaly in the given 
context, the identical observation (in terms of behavioral attributes) may be considered normal in 
another context. In Figure 3, time is the contextual attribute that reflects the month of monitoring data 
acquisition. At time point and time interval [ti: tj]. Without the contextual attribute, these observations 
are within a reasonable range, but they will be identified as contextual anomalies in terms of their 
collected timestamps. In practice, for such anomalies, how to choose a meaningful contextual attribute 
is the main factor when considering the selection of the detection approach.

2.2.3 Collective Anomaly
The collective anomaly is a set of related data. When they appear together in a certain pattern, their 
overall behavior attribute will deviate significantly from the entire dataset, but the individual data 
may not be an anomaly (Chandola et al., 2009).

In Figure 4, the subsequence O1 denotes a collective anomaly, since the variation trend of the 
subsequence is distinct different from the historical curve during the time interval, even if each 
observation fluctuates within the normal range by itself.

A single data observation could be generated by arbitrary mechanisms, it is not enough to 
judge whether a collective anomaly occurs by examining a single data observation. For example, 
the same stock to be heavily traded between two share-holders may be considered normal, but if a 
large number of the same stock are repeatedly traded among a small group of shareholders, it will 
be treated as a collective anomaly. This is probably illegal manipulation of the stock market, such as 

Figure 3. Contextual anomaly o1 and O1
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money laundering. Therefore, to detect such an anomaly, a relational model based on data attributes 
must be built in the neighborhood of the data. It intuitively means that collective anomaly can only 
occur in the dataset where the data observations are related.

2.3 Sequence Dataset
Refer to its generating mechanism, the sequence dataset is always collected as an ordered list of data 
observations or event sets. Currently, sequential data is increasingly common in a wide variety of 
application fields, e.g., network traffic (Yuan, Xiong, & Wang, 2019), gene research (Matsushita, 
Egami, Sawada, Saito, & Yoshida, 2019) and fraud detection (Jurgovsky et al., 2018), etc.

As mentioned above, for collective anomaly, data relations represented by data attributes must 
be taken into account when building the detection model. Therefore, in the face of a wide variety 
of specific problems, it is almost always impossible to apply a general model. Even if the detection 
model is effective in an application scenario, it may be difficult to adapt directly to others. Detection 
models for collective anomaly need to be redesigned for specific problems. This is mainly because 
both the data attributes and the definitions of collective anomaly are distinct in different types of 
sequence dataset. To sort out existing papers and form a coherent framework, the authors divide 
sequence datasets into temporal and spatial datasets due to their relations.

2.3.1 Temporal Sequence Dataset
The temporal sequence dataset is a set of data observations that must be analyzed with their collected 
timestamps (Dasgupta, Yoshizumi, & Osogami, 2016). Each data observation can be abstracted as a 
binary group: <b, t>, b is the behavioral attribute, t is the temporal attribute. For a temporal sequence 
dataset, the behavioral attribute of each observation is described by a finite number of features, 
according to different detection targets, the appropriate combination of features will be selected. 
The analysis of such application is always conducted in a single dataset, there is no certain relation 
between different datasets.

Depending on the degree of temporal attributes participate in the analysis, it can be subdivided 
into two categories: symbolic sequence and time series dataset.

Symbolic sequence dataset consists of an ordered set of events which are represented by a 
limited size of letters with no sequential meaning or other types of nominal data (Xin & Xu, 2011). 

Figure 4. Collective anomaly O1
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Its timestamp is just a statement to indicate the order in which the data observation is collected. The 
value of each timestamp does not participate in the analysis. Applications such as project management 
(Deng, Wang, Zhao, Zou, & Chen, 2021), customer shopping (Y. Liu, Guo, Li, Zhang, & Yao, 2019), 
web click flow (Yin, Zhang, & Kwang-Jun, 2017) involve such datasets.

Time series dataset commonly consist of long or even infinite sequences, in which data 
observations are always collected at equal or continuous time intervals (Valencia, Astray, Fernández-
González, Aira, & Rodríguez-Rajo, 2019). The behavioral attributes of each observation correspond 
to their temporal attributes, the value of each timestamp must be recorded and taken into account in 
the analysis. Such sequences can be easily found in applications where activities have been supervised 
during a long period of time, e.g., statistics, monitoring, and so on.

2.3.2 Spatial Sequence Dataset
As an extension of the temporal sequence dataset, each data observation that consists of the spatial 
sequence dataset can be abstracted into a triple: <b, t, p>, where p is the position tag used to 
reflect the spatial attribute. The spatial attribute of a dataset is usually determined by its generation 
mechanism, such as physical location and logical relations (Liao, Hou, & Jiang, 2019). Unlike the 
temporal dataset, the detection target related to spatial sequence datasets cannot be solved by mining 
a single dataset mining. The spatial attribute should be used as the medium to analyze the association 
between multiple datasets, collective anomaly detection based on spatial sequence datasets is usually 
based on joint mining of datasets. Spatial sequence datasets can often be found in complex decision 
making areas, such as combat planning and strategy formulation in military fields (Wen, Sun, Zeng, 
Zhang, & Yuan, 2018), road network planning and optimization in traffic fields (Zhifeng et al., 2017), 
species and pollutant tracking in ecological fields (Ghosh, Li, Ca O, & Ramamohanarao, 2017).

Due to the different generation mechanisms and relations among multiple spatial datasets, they 
can be divided into heterogeneous and homogeneous datasets.

If datasets generated at different positions are used to describe similar behavioral attributes 
that aim to represent the same target problem from different perspectives, they will be treated as 
homogeneous datasets. We assume that each of them enjoys similar data attributes and structures.

As shown in Figure 5, the urban traffic dataset is composed of private car traffic, bus traffic, 
and rental bike traffic in six regions from r1 to r6, which can be regarded as homogeneous datasets. 
According to the traffic information of different vehicles, each dataset reflects the traffic condition 

Figure 5. Homogeneous datasets reflected by urban traffic datasets
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from different angles. Thus, it can be assumed that these datasets have similar data structures and 
attributes.

If datasets are used to describe different behavioral attributes of various problems, while these 
problems are interrelated, they can be treated as heterogeneous datasets. The data that make up these 
datasets are not identical in categories and distributions.

For example, in large manufacturing industries, the set of equipment is processed and assembled 
through different links. These datasets collected at various links are used to reflect the quality 
information of each component. There is significant distinguishing on the quality control indicators 
and scope of qualification, and observations that constitute these datasets vary in collection interval 
and categories. For heterogeneous dataset that formed by these data observations, it is not enough to 
judge whether the whole equipment is qualified even if a single part meets the standard, the dataset 
of each link must be analyzed jointly.

Different types of sequence datasets will result in different data structures and attributes, which 
will have an important impact on the definition of collective anomaly. Therefore, the key to detecting 
collective anomaly in a sequence dataset is to build an appropriate model that adequately reflects the 
different relations. Different collective anomaly definitions and their detection mechanisms according 
to various types of sequence datasets will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4. This paper was not only 
to determine which problems could be solved by a certain technique, but also to build several general 
detection models to solve these different but similar problems.

3. DeTeCTIoN oN TeMPoRAL SeQUeNCe DATASeT

As mentioned above, the temporal sequence dataset can be subdivided into a symbolic dataset and a 
time series dataset. In this section, we first analyze collective anomaly patterns that might emerge in 
each of them. Then, detection models are built according to each pattern, and the typical techniques 
and their variations for each model are given.

3.1 Symbolic Sequence Dataset
The symbol sequence dataset is usually made up of nominal data observations that are used to 
describe the attributes of the category without giving actual values (Marquez-Grajales, Acosta-Mesa, 
& Mezura-Montes, 2017). Each data represents a certain state, category, or encoding, for which they 
have little mathematical meaning. Even if a numerical value is given, it is used as a code to represent 
a certain class, but not for numeric calculation.

In the field of computer security, the subsequence highlighted in Figure 6 reflects the computer 
intrusion based on web attack, and the subsequence highlighted in Figure 7 is based on host intrusion. 
In these sequences, data observations that make up them seem normal in themselves, but when they 
occur as a set or in a particular order, the sequence formed from them will be treated as a collective 
anomaly.

For such sequence datasets, collective anomaly patterns are known or predictable. The detection 
approach can be divided into two subtasks: mining patterns, such as combination (shown in Figure 
6) or co-occurrence (shown in Figure 7), and generating the data relations. As shown in Figure 8, the 
detection method aims to identify the abnormal subsequence which is different from the expectation, 
even if each data that constitute the subsequence are normal by itself.

3.1.1 Clustering Based Approach
Symbolic sequence datasets usually have high dimensionality, complexity, and noise (Verenich, 
Dumas, Rosa, Maggi, & Francescomarino, 2015). In many fields, obtaining sufficient available 
labeled training data is costly, thus, the unsupervised based collective anomaly detection approach 
will be more suitable.
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Clustering based approach, as one of the most famous unsupervised techniques, has been widely 
used in collective anomaly detection of symbolic datasets. The abnormal pattern will be treated as 
a small cluster on the assumption that the majority of a given dataset is normal, but only a small 
percentage is abnormal. Depending on the target task, the clustering rules and features that can 
accurately identify abnormal patterns are selected. On this basis, the sequences belonging to these 
clusters will be treated as collective anomalies. The existing clustering techniques can be divided 
into two types as follows: partitioned clustering approach and hierarchical clustering approach. The 
efficiency of such detection is highly correlated with the validity of the clustering criteria.

In this part, the detection process of Denial of service (DoS) attack is chosen as an example 
to demonstrate several clustering approaches that can be applied to such situations. DoS attack is a 
common mode of computer intrusion based on web attack, which causes the collapse of computer 
systems by sending a mass of normal but meaningless calls to the target computer (Yin, Sun, Jin, & 
Kim, 2015). Although the DoS attack is illegal, each instruction that makes up it is legal. Considering 

Figure 7. The sequence dataset of computer system calls

Figure 8. The detection model of symbolic sequence dataset

Figure 6. The sequence dataset of computer network acceptance
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such characteristics, the DoS attack cannot be treated as a point anomaly and in this regard, treating 
it as a collective anomaly will be a better idea for more accurate detection.

DoS attack detection is a kind of partitioned clustering approach, k-means algorithm based on 
distance measurement (Gomathi & Umagandhi, 2016), DBSCAN algorithm (Gokcesu & Kozat, 
2017) based on density are the two most typical algorithms. Ahmed et al. chose the ‘payload length’ 
as the cluster feature, and the x-means clustering algorithm (Ahmed & Mahmood, 2014), which 
is a variant of the k-means algorithm, was adopted to build the clustering rules. When a group of 
similar data behaves anomalously with respect to the entire dataset, they will be treated as collective 
anomalies. In order to create a more fine grained representation of the data, Mahmood et al. (Ahmed 
& Mahmood, 2015) extended co-clustering algorithm by integrating information theory, important 
traffic attributes are selected as clustering rules based on mathematical logic criteria. If the volume 
of a set of normal computer calls is significantly different from the expectation, they will be treated 
as collective anomalies. Most of the current research in this area is based on sliding window sampling 
and optimized clustering (Lin & Su, 2019).

For DoS attack detection based on the hierarchical clustering approach, the main idea is to 
reflect more details of the dataset through multilevel clustering (Mohiuddin & Ahmed, 2017) (the 
exact number of clustering layers are set due to accuracy requirements). The abnormal pattern is 
diagnosed by comparing interactive information between the upper and lower levels of the clusters, 
for example, assuming that the upper level cluster C is {i, i, k, i, i, j, i, l, i}, the two lower levels of 
the clusters which can be obtained by hierarchical clustering are M1 = {i, i, i, i, i} and M2 = {j, k, l}. 
When comparing the information within the clusters of each level, it can be found that the interaction 
information between the M1 cluster and the C cluster is much more similar than that between the M2 
cluster and the C cluster. Such a large number of similar normal instructions are highly clustered, 
which will increase the probability of being recognized as a collective anomaly. In such studies, the 
focus of current research is on how to incorporate the domain knowledge of experts to handle the 
diversity of collective anomaly (Ding, Wang, Ge, & Li, 2018).

3.1.2 Classification-Based Approach
For the problem with low dimensionality that may have sufficient training data, the collective anomaly 
detection can be considered as a classification problem where it builds models of normal behavior, of 
which it uses to detect abnormal patterns that significantly deviate from the model (Bigdeli, Raahemi, 
Mohammadi, & Matwin, 2015).

For example, in the operation of an urban power grid, regardless of some faults that are unavoidable 
(such as natural calamities), many other types of fault usually have perceptible symptoms before 
complete breakdown occurs (Langarica, Ruffelmacher, & Nunez, 2019). If these faults can be detected 
while still under their incipient failure conditions, the loss will be minimized. The regional fault of 
the urban power grid is just one of such type, there is always a period between the initial occurrence 
of the fault and the formation of the final fault phenomenon (Liang, Ali, & Zhang, 2020).

Any single fluctuating signal in an urban power grid is regarded as a normal data instance, 
if a large number of fluctuating signals appear in the coverage of a base station at the same time, 
they will be identified as collective anomaly. Huang et al. (Xiaodi, Minglun, & Zhongfeng, 2020) 
proposed a novel detection approach based on fixed point iteration algorithm (Huang, Ren, & Hu, 
2020), which transforms the diagnosis of regional fault into the detection of collective anomaly from 
the data of current fluctuation signal. Firstly, multi-layered classification is carried out by taking the 
information of upstream base stations with different energy levels corresponding to the abnormal 
current fluctuation signals as metrics to extract the profiling information of abnormal signals in 
the power grid and store them in the form of structure tree. Then, for these tree structure clusters, 
comparing the cluster structure information of the same layer with that of the upper and lower layer 
according to different judgment rules to identify and locate regional faults.
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Some other variation techniques used in this domain that derivative from classification is shown 
in Table 1. E.g., for neural network-based approach, the prediction errors of a certain number of the 
latest time steps that above a threshold will indicate a collective anomaly. Image segmentation-based 
approaches will divide the graph into groups of highly related elements and calculate a score for each 
element indicating how different it is from the rest of its group. The classifier-based approach usually uses 
the sliding window technique to train a classifier to differentiate normal patterns and abnormal patterns.

3.2 Time Series Dataset
For time series dataset, the temporal continuity is much stronger than symbolic dataset. The dataset 
can be modeled as a matrix with n columns and an unbounded number of rows, each data observation 
in time series dataset can be described as: ai=(<b1i,b2i, …,bni>, ti), t is a temporal attribute, b is a 
behavioral attribute, n represents the number of features that selected to describe the target behavioral 
attribute, and i records the tag of the collected order of each data. The behavioral attribute has a 
strong correlation with its temporal attribute, both of them must be involved in the detection model. 
Collective anomalies in time series are often defined as abnormalities in temporal continuity (Mikalsen 
et al., 2018).

As shown in Figure 9, the collective anomaly in such datasets is represented by abnormal 
behavioral patterns under certain temporal constraints. The purpose of detection is to find a 
subsequence that is relatively abnormal to the rest of the entire dataset within a certain time interval. 
According to whether there are criteria to judge abnormity, the paper divides the existing detection 
approaches into the following three types.

3.2.1 Detection Approach Based on Similarity Measurement
In such applications, if the criteria for determination is clear while the normal data patterns in the 
dataset are unknown or partially known, the collective anomaly existing in the dataset can be attributed 
to the similarity anomaly pattern.

Table 1. Representative classification techniques used for collective anomaly detection

Technique used Research Focus Classical References

Techniques based on neural network Fitting and forecasting (Bontemps, Cao, Mcdermott, & Le-
Khac, 2016) 
(Prado-Romero & Gago-Alonso, 2017)

Techniques based on image 
segmentation

Feature extraction and segmentation 
rules

(Jia et al., 2018) 
(Araya, Grolinger, Elyamany, Capretz, 
& Bitsuamlak, 2016)

Techniques based on classifier training Prior knowledge and training (Bian, Hui, Sun, Zhao, & Tan, 2019)

Techniques based on machine learning Sample labeling and transfer learning (Dai, Cao, Wang, Deng, & Yang, 2019)

Figure 9. Collective anomaly detection model of time series dataset
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In this case, if normal patterns are attainable and there is enough labeled data to represent these 
patterns, collective anomaly detection methods rely on the similarity measure functions which are 
constructed by selecting appropriate features according to the abnormal judgment criteria. The anomaly 
score of a test sequence is defined as the anomalous degree that compares to normal sequences.

Such as in the fields of particle physics and molecular chemistry, the result of each reaction is a 
sequence dataset which will be produced by a specific mechanism. The results of known mechanisms 
can be treated as normal patterns, and the observations that make up these results will be bound to 
follow certain distributions(Uddin & Choudhury, 2019). The similarity measure function used for 
anomaly detection can be constructed according to the statistical features of the data distribution. The 
anomaly score of unknown sequences (which may be the result of a faulty process or an undiscovered 
mechanism) can be measured by the distributional difference from normal patterns, and the data 
contained in the abnormal sequences will be considered as collective anomaly.

For example, Marteau (2020) built a fixed-background model with density estimation: pFB=(1-λ)
pB+λpA, λ is the proportionality coefficient. According to the distribution of normal sample sequences 
reflected by pB(x) and the distribution of the entire dataset reflected by pFB(x), it intends to detect 
collective anomalies with abnormal distribution pA(x). Maru and Kobayashi (2020) chose the 
regression model-based approach, Weng and Liu (2019) selected Gaussian model-based approaches, 
and H. Qin, X. Zhan, and Y. Zheng (2021) selected mixture distribution based approaches by analyzing 
data distribution, the degree of abnormality can be measured by either an abnormal feedback in 
mean, variance, or both.

3.2.2 Detection Approach Based on Probabilistic Measurement
In this case, there is no criterion to determine whether a pattern is normal or abnormal, all patterns 
will be normal under certain conditions, the detection model is built to find a set of normal transition 
probabilities between different patterns. If the transition probability from the former pattern to the 
current pattern does not reach the threshold, the current pattern will be regarded as an abnormal 
pattern, and sequences that constitute the pattern will be treated as collective anomaly.

The most widely used detection approach to solve such problems is the Markov-based model, 
whose operation process can be divided into two phases: training and testing (Pang et al., 2019). The 
normal transfer probabilities of each pattern are calculated by training on the normal sample dataset, 
and the measured threshold of abnormity will be set accordingly. Then we tested the practical datasets 
to detect anomaly patterns with a transfer probability below the threshold.

Yisroel et al. (2017) calculated normal transfer probabilities between different device operations 
based on the pc-Stream algorithm (Mirsky, Shapira, Rokach, & Elovici, 2015) and output them as a 
sequence represented by a first-order Markov chain: p=(... pt-1,pt). If the transformational probabilities 
between different device operations do not reach the threshold, it will be identified as an abnormal 
operation (which may be caused by theft), and the sequences that make up the abnormal operation 
will be regarded as collective anomaly. Some other kinds of Markov-based detection approach, for 
example, fuzzy Markov-based technique (X. Li, Gao, & Chen, 2021), sparse Markov based techniques 
(Ide, Khandelwal, & Kalagnanam, 2017) are all variations of the conventional Markov technique.

3.2.3 Detection Approach Based on Expected Trend Measurement
In this case, not only is there no criterion to judge whether the pattern is normal or abnormal, but the 
content of each pattern is hard to define. The most commonly used detection approach for this kind 
of datasets is the segmentation-based model (Trauer, Pfingstl, Finsterer, & Zimmermann, 2021). The 
method is that it first divides the dataset into segments and extracts the eigenvalue of each segment to 
represent the characteristics of the data within the segment. Then, the problem of collective anomaly 
detection will be converted to the problem of how to detect anomalies in the sequence composed of 
these eigenvalues. If an eigenvalue is significantly abnormal from the expected trend, its corresponding 
segment will be regarded as an anomaly, and the observations in this section will be treated as a 
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collective anomaly. For such methods, the key to ensure its effectiveness lies in that the selection of 
data set segmentation points must be supported by sufficient domain knowledge.

The deficiency of such approaches is that the collective anomaly mined from the dataset often 
have no practical meaning. Although a lot of research has been devoted to this area, it has not been 
completely solved, which will be the focus of future work.

4. DeTeCTIoN oN SPATIAL SeQUeNCe DATASeT

The collective anomaly detection of spatial sequence dataset focuses on searching such subsequences, 
which may be normal in a single dataset, but will be abnormal when multiple datasets are analyzed 
together (Y. Li, Wang, Liu, Xian, & Xie, 2018). Therefore, an appropriate detection method must 
refer to the correlation analysis of multiple datasets, and detection techniques must consider both 
temporal and spatial attributes.

As mentioned above, spatial sequence datasets can be subdivided into homogeneous datasets 
and heterogeneous datasets. As shown in Figure 10, the detection method for homogeneous datasets 
focuses on the data fusion between multiple datasets. The detection method for heterogeneous datasets 
focuses on the joint analysis of various characteristics that are used to describe attributes within 
multiple datasets (N. Li, Chang, & Liu, 2020).

In this section, based on this classification, the paper first proposes the collective anomaly 
pattern that may appear on each of them. Then, for each pattern, the corresponding detection method 
is designed, and typical techniques for each method are enumerated.

4.1 Homogeneous Datasets
In this section, based on this classification, the paper first proposes the collective anomaly pattern that 
may appear on each of them. Then, for each pattern, the corresponding detection method is designed, 
and typical techniques for each method are enumerated.

As mentioned above, homogeneous datasets are used to reflect the target problem by describing 
similar behavioral attributes, these datasets enjoy similar data distribution and structure (Xu, Jiang, 
Zeng, & Li, 2015). For example, in Fig 5, different kinds of traffic datasets, e.g., bike renting dataset, 
taxi flow dataset, and social media dataset, which are collected from different regions to describe urban 
dynamics and rhythms. These datasets generated in different regions of the city are used to reflect the 
same problem (urban traffic) by describing various types of traffic during sequential time intervals. 
The generated location is the spatial attribute, the traffic flow information is the behavioral attribute, 
and the time interval of collection is the temporal attribute. By fitting data curves, these datasets obey 
a similar distribution, which completely conforms to the characteristics of homogeneous datasets.

According to the model mentioned above, Zheng et al. (2015) designed a detection approach 
consisting of three parts as follows. Firstly, multiple-source latent topic model, which is used for 
fitting the data distribution of each dataset, especially for those sparse ones. Then, the spatio-temporal 
likelihood ratio test model, which is used to fuse the anomaly degree of each dataset. Lastly, an 

Figure 10. Collective anomaly detection model of spatial sequence dataset
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anomaly candidate set generation algorithm, which is used to detect collective anomaly by diagnosing 
abnormal urban traffic events.

In the same way, multi-node datasets that are generated from sensor networks also consist of 
homogeneous datasets. In comparison to the single in-node test, Bosman et al. ( 2017) proposed the 
anomaly detection approach based on fusing information coming from aggregate neighborhood nodes 
can identify more potential events that are reflected by the collective anomaly. They also found that 
the effectiveness of multi-datasets fusion is related to the diffusive property of the datasets (spatio-
temporal correlations), as well as various types of sensors, and network topological features.

Through sorting out of this kind of research, it can be found that the key point of collective anomaly 
detection of homogeneous datasets lies in the fusion of multiple datasets. Efficiency can be improved 
by mutual reinforcement of datasets. Thus, detection approaches that suit for dataset fusion should 
have two parts. Firstly, a technique is needed to estimate the data distribution for each homogeneous 
dataset, especially for those sparse datasets which are hard to measure separately. Secondly, for these 
datasets with different data types and scales, it is necessary to build a suitable model to integrate 
multiple datasets. After fusion, the collective anomaly detection of the new aggregate dataset can 
be handled according to the detection process of temporal sequence datasets in the previous section. 
Some fusion techniques used in this domain are shown in Table 2.

4.2 Heterogeneous Datasets
For heterogeneous datasets, each of them reflects the description of incompletely identical behavioral 
attributes but which are correlational (Yang, Liu, Li, Wang, & Yang, 2016). Each dataset may differ 
in data distribution, type, structure, and the granularity of the corresponding temporal attribute.

Multi-datasets from wireless sensor networks are used for collecting a large amount of information 
reflecting environmental aspects such as light, temperature, humidity, etc. Although these factors 
are reflected in different behavioral attributes, there is a certain correlation between them. They 
reflect the state of the environment together, and the unexpected change of environment states will 
be diagnosed as a collective anomaly. Hence, these datasets form heterogeneous datasets together, 
different generating sources can be considered as spatial attributes.

Due to the fact that these datasets are collected at different time intervals and the data 
characteristics are also different from each other, Dey et al. ( 2019) designed the detection approach 
based on coupling edge data analysis with cloud data analysis. The former exploits a fully unsupervised 
artificial neural network algorithm, and the cloud data analysis exploits a multiple parameterized 
edit distance algorithm.

For such sequence datasets, collective anomalies can only be represented by multiple behavior 
attributes described by multiple datasets. Even if the normal patterns and exception patterns of 
each dataset can be identified and expressed, it is impossible to judge whether a collective anomaly 

Table 2. Representative fusion techniques used for homogeneous datasets

Technique Used Research Focus Classical References

Techniques based on evidence theory Semantic understanding and fusion (Xiao, 2018) 
(Chang, Wu, Liu, Yan, & Qu, 2019)

Techniques based on deep learning Sample labeling and transfer learning (Chen & Jahanshahi, 2018) 
(Kiran, Dilip, & Ranjith, 2018)

Techniques based on fusion weight Weight design and expert knowledge (He, Wang, Liu, & Luo, 2019)

Techniques based on statistic model Parameter fitting and multivariate 
function design

(Kene & Choudhury, 2019)

Techniques based on feature optimized Feature selection and optimization 
methods

(Ke, Wu, Wu, & Xiong, 2018)
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has occurred or is about to occur by relying on only one dataset. The critical point of detection in 
heterogeneous datasets lies in the association analysis among different parameters of multiple datasets 
(Zhou, Ha, Hu, & Ma, 2021).

Approaches that adapt to it should consist of two parts. Firstly, for the specific problem, appropriate 
features which can describe the target behavioral attribute should be selected. Then, a model should 
be established to fit the correlational relation among these features. After the model is established, it 
can be detected according to the detection mode of the temporal sequence datasets mentioned in the 
previous section. Some examples of association analysis techniques used in this domain are shown 
in Table 3.

5. CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURe WoRK

The research on collective anomaly detection has reached a certain height in many fields, and a large 
number of detection techniques have been proposed. In order to improve the researching pertinence 
of collective anomaly detection to find the essence and commonality of various problems, this paper 
aims to make a comprehensive and structured review of the existing research on collective anomaly 
detection of sequence datasets. Firstly, aim to make the detection approach more pertinent and flexible, 
the sequence dataset is divided into two categories, each of which contains two subcategories. Then, 
for each subcategory, collective anomaly patterns which may appear on it and according detection 
models are discussed respectively. Lastly, for each model, a representative detection technique and 
its several deformations are exhibited.

Such kind of research is still in its infancy, and further explorations are urgently needed in multiple 
directions, some insights on the future work are as follows:

1.  Collective anomaly detection techniques for different types of sequence datasets are not easy to 
generalize to each other, but the detection models they rely on may have similarities within the 
framework of higher-level design. Although there are distinct differences between the detection 
techniques for handling these two types of time series datasets, they all depend on the detection 
model, which includes temporal and behavioral attributes. Future research should continue in 
depth from the perspective of data attributes and relations, the intrinsic patterns of collective 
anomalies of similar categories should be concluded to build some relatively general detection 
models. When dealing with a targeted problem, based on these models, the detection techniques 
should be developed on specific data characteristics.

2.  Currently, the concept of collective anomaly is often related to the problems that used to describe 
specific practical applications. Thus, commonly used detection techniques may be difficult to 
meet the accuracy requirements, while niche targeting techniques are often highly targeted and 

Table 3. Representative association analysis techniques for heterogeneous datasets

Technique Used Research Focus Classical References

Techniques based on probability 
method

Data fitting for multivariate distributions (Ali & Angelov, 2018) 
(L. Wang & Liang, 2019)

Techniques based on fuzzy logic theory Mathematical logic and uncertain reasoning (Dl, Mw, & Zx, 2019)

Techniques based on swarm 
intelligence algorithm

Parameter Settings, constraints and 
convergence criteria

(Tang, Gu, Yang, & Fu, 2019)

Techniques based on clustering 
approach

Clustering criteria and iteration rules (J. Wang, Gao, Liu, Sangaiah, 
& Kim, 2019) 
(Mojahed & Beatriz, 2017)
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hard to generalize. Future research should focus on exploring data patterns that can reflect the 
practical meanings of similar applications and storing them as knowledge bases. The efficiency of 
collective anomaly detection in targeted applications can be improved by merging the knowledge 
representation into the design of detection technique.

3.  In the current research status, most of the models and techniques applied in collective anomaly 
detection are offline due to their heavy dependence on sample datasets. Such detection 
mechanisms, which belong to feedback control, can hardly be applied in fields with real time and 
predictive requirements. Due to the features of collective anomaly that appeared in various kinds 
of sequence datasets, future research should focus on how to design online detection approaches 
by incorporating machine learning and deep learning theory continuously.
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